New Hanover Regional Medical Center
Request for Proposal Response
CLARIFYING QUESTIONS

Clarifying Questions
NEW HANOVER REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER RFP
1.

Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would
have on NHRMC’s ability to further develop and/or reconfigure existing inpatient
facilities in the Service Area? Please comment on the Respondent’s support for and
alignment with the inpatient facility planning included NHRMC’s Master Plan provided
in the Data Room.
To remain the preeminent health system in Southeastern North Carolina, NHRMC must continue to invest and
evolve to satisfy the needs of a rapidly growing region. Atrium Health believes NHRMC must address its current
acute care facilities and simultaneously develop a more robust ambulatory presence across the communities
NHRMC serves. Accordingly, as part of the proposed strategic partnership with NHRMC, Atrium Health is
committing significant capital dollars to invest in NHRMC’s future.
We are proposing a capital investment of $1.154 billion in NHRMC over the initial 10 years. This investment is
designed to meet the needs of NHRMC today, as well as position NHRMC for future growth.

Investment in Primary Care and Medical Office Access Points:
As outlined in our RFP response, our unique approach to enhanced primary care is threefold: better use of PCPs
targeted at specific populations, greater use of non-physician labor where appropriate, and much broader
deployment of virtual technology to increase access to primary care.
Atrium Health believes it is vital for NHRMC to continue to build and develop its primary care network across
the growing region. As outlined in Section 1.2 of our RFP response, Atrium Health utilizes advanced claimsbased tools and analytics to identify key market opportunities as well as pinpoint the ideal locations for real estate
investment and development. Through Atrium Health’s existing management relationship with the New Hanover
Medical Group (NHMG), we have worked since 2009 to build NHRMC’s physician network from 23 providers to
207 providers with 39 locations. Atrium Health will continue to bring these industry leading capabilities to
NHMG and identify the optimal clinical locations and services for planned medical office space.
Currently, Atrium Health manages over 5.8 million square feet of medical office space across 275 separate
locations. Over the past 10 years alone, Atrium Health has developed and/or added approximately 2.2 million
square feet of medical office space across 100 separate locations and has plans in the pipeline for approximately
650 thousand square feet of additional space across 27 locations to accommodate the rapid growth in the markets
we serve.
Moreover, as detailed in Section 1.9 in our RFP response, Atrium Health is uniquely positioned to provide our
scalable virtual health infrastructure to NHRMC in order to enhance access to care throughout the region. Atrium
Health will continue to accelerate this strategy and bring our best-in-class virtual capabilities to NHRMC as part
of our proposed strategic partnership.

Main Campus Reconfiguration and Investments:
As the delivery of healthcare continues to evolve, Atrium Health is committed to investing in NHRMC’s main
campus to elevate care locally. Our stated commitment to NHRMC aligns with our overall partnership philosophy
- keeping as many patients close to home for the care they need and deserve.
Atrium Health has a long history of working with partner organizations to reinvest and transform their campuses.
Over the past 10 years, we have invested nearly $2 billion in core hospital infrastructure projects at hospitals
similar to NHRMC.
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Examples of Atrium Health’s commitment to investing in core master facility planning and building acute care
infrastructure include the following organizations: Atrium Health-Union, Atrium Health-Cabarrus and Atrium
Health-Pineville (formally Mercy Hospital South).

•

Atrium Health invested $685 million in Atrium Health - Cabarrus’s redesign over the last 12 years, surpassing
the commitment we made to invest in the modernization of the entire campus.

•

Atrium Health - Pineville joined Atrium Health along with Mercy Hospital in 1995 as a 120-bed community
hospital. In the past 10 years alone, Atrium Health has invested over $340 million in this campus - with
ongoing and planned renovations of over $195 million in additional investments. We have transformed this
campus into the premier 300-bed tertiary care provider in the South Charlotte market.
Atrium Health - Union, which has greatly benefited from a similar lease partnership structure to what we are
proposing with New Hanover County, is a 175-bed facility in Monroe, North Carolina. In the past 10 years, we
have invested over $155 million dollars in completely transforming the campus into the modern facility it is
today. In addition, Atrium Health has plans to invest approximately $120 million dollars in a new 40-bed
community hospital in northern Union County to support this growing region of our market.

•

Similar to the three foregoing examples, Atrium Health is committed to making the appropriate investments in
NHRMC to ensure its future position as the leading healthcare institution in Southeastern North Carolina.
Distributed Acute Care Sites and Freestanding Emergency Rooms:
As the greater Charlotte region has grown, Atrium Health has invested in inpatient facilities and ambulatory
access points across a distributed model. Like NHRMC, Atrium Health seeks to provide easy, convenient access
closer to where patients live. We are the region’s leader in distributed urgent and emergent care services through
development of 8 freestanding emergency departments and 44 urgent care centers (both general and pediatric
focused). More recently, Atrium Health proposed development of a smaller acute care community hospital (40
beds in Union County) to better meet our community’s growing healthcare needs.
Likewise, we believe NHRMC must continue to expand its ambulatory footprint to satisfy the needs of the
growing communities in and around Wilmington. Atrium Health will prioritize and develop ambulatory focused
services, as well as more complex acute based services, across NHRMC’s service area.

Rural Care Focus:
Atrium Health, more than any provider in the region, has transformed care in rural communities for decades
through both our ownership and management relationships of facilities in rural markets across the region. We
recognize there is no one-size-fits-all answer for rural communities and that each community is diverse and has its
unique set of challenges requiring tailored solutions. Our approach, outlined in Section 1.11 of our RFP response,
incorporates the needs of the community, the hospital and the physician network and evaluates how new care
models, including virtual based technologies, can positively impact community delivery models. Nowhere is this
approach more evident than in Atrium Health - Anson, where a complete redesign of the healthcare delivery
model has transformed this facility into a financially sustainable model for the community that is positively
impacting the health outcomes of the county.
As NHRMC looks to invest in Pender Memorial Hospital, it is important that NHRMC chooses a partner that has
demonstrated experience in developing innovative and sustainable health delivery models for rural communities.
NHRMC’s long-term success is highly dependent upon the viability of the health delivery models in communities
like Pender, and we look forward to working collaboratively with NHRMC and exploring ways in which Atrium
Health can help elevate the care across all markets that NHRMC serves.
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2.

Please provide additional guidance on the present value of margin sharing
contributions to New Hanover County. Specifically, please provide the calculation used
to determine present value of $174 million.
Margin sharing contributions to New Hanover County equal 5% of the incremental operating EBITDA margin
over a base margin target of 8%. For example, if operating EBITDA was 12% on an annual net operating revenue
base of $1.4382 billion, the incremental 4% margin would be $57.528 million. Therefore, 5% of that amount, or
$2.876 million, would be contributed to New Hanover County. The estimated value, based on achieving a 12%
EBITDA margin over the 40-year term with revenue increasing annually by 2%, equates to approximately
$173.74 million in margin sharing to the County over 40 years. This number has not been discounted and
recognizes the full dollar value.

3.

Please define capital expenditures per your proposal (i.e., what specific types of
expenditures would be counted as part of the capital commitment), as well as provide a
clarification for (i) the expected source of funding for non-routine capital expenditures
associated with the capital commitment, and (ii) any factors or contingencies that
would affect the total capital commitment.
As outlined in our RFP response, the capital budget is made up of a routine capital allocation (normally around
25% to 35% of the total capital budget), strategic capital projects currently in process, major planned strategic
capital projects and an available capital reserve fund to pursue new strategic projects. Strategic capital would
include major capital projects, master facility planning, and new market entry initiatives.
Additionally, NHRMC and Atrium Health leadership would develop a schedule of strategic capital commitments
as part of the definitive agreement. This list of agreed upon strategic capital projects would represent Atrium
Health’s commitment of strategic capital investments at NHRMC. These commitments will be designed to
achieve long-term growth and the provision of enhanced services throughout the region. The strategic capital
commitments will likely be for a period of 10 years, and the scheduled commitments would not be altered unless
the change was reviewed and approved by the NHRMC governing board. If at some point during the likely 10year period, additional strategic capital investment beyond the total strategic amount committed in the definitive
agreement is identified, Atrium Health would consider those strategic needs along with its other strategic capital
needs and would commit its capital to the “highest and best use,” ensuring the continued growth and of the
system.
Atrium Health has the capital resources necessary to fulfill the obligations outlined in this proposed strategic
partnership. As outlined in Section 8.1.6 of our RFP response, the funding sources will be a combination of
operating cash flows generated by NHRMC, operating cash generated by Atrium Health, and capital reserves
from both Atrium Health and NHRMC.
Atrium Health utilizes an industry-leading approach to long-range strategic capital planning. NHRMC, as a
partner of Atrium Health, will establish an integrated strategic financial planning process like the process
currently utilized by Atrium Health. This process integrates the strategic plan with the annual capital and
operating budget process to ensure a comprehensive and integrated approach to funding decisions - both capital
and operating. Maintaining a disciplined process in this regard is critical to maintaining the creditworthiness of
the organization. Creditworthiness, in turn, ensures that capital funds will be available for worthy projects
prospectively.
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4.

In the attached Excel worksheets, please indicate:
a.

The financial consideration proposed as part of a partnership with NHRMC. Please
provide a version for each structure proposed.

b.

The treatment of NHRMC’s balance sheet and working capital for a Day 1 cutover.
Please indicate which assets and liabilities will be retained by the successor
organization or retained by New Hanover County. Please provide a version for each
structure proposed.
Please see the attached excel file for Atrium Health’s response to this question.

5.

In light of the demands the COVID-19 crisis will place on all healthcare systems, please
confirm your organization’s commitment to this process. Specifically, confirm the
Respondent has the capacity and resources to continue this process over the coming
months and clarify if the expected ramifications from the crisis change any aspects of
Respondent’s Proposal.
Atrium Health, like all healthcare systems, is impacted by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. In the coming
weeks and months, this pandemic is expected to continue to place extraordinary demands on every healthcare
organization in the region and country. Unlike many other healthcare organizations, however, Atrium Health
entered the current situation in a strong financial and operational position, and we expect to emerge on solid
footing. Despite the challenges, Atrium Health remains committed to caring for all in the communities we serve,
and we are taking proactive steps to prepare for the uncertainties ahead.
Atrium Health is committed to the process of pursuing a strategic partnership with NHRMC. We are proud of the
relationship that NHRMC and Atrium Health have maintained since 2009, and we eagerly anticipate our potential
future together. Although it is difficult to predict all the ramifications of the COVID-19 crisis on the future of
healthcare in our communities and our nation, Atrium Health is confident that we will rise to the challenges
ahead. We look forward to the opportunity to further discuss the details of our proposal with NHRMC.

Additional Clarifying Question:
Respondent’s proposed transaction structure is a member substitution coupled with a
long-term lease, indicating a preference for a fully integrated relationship with NHRMC.
Please provide additional information on why Respondent believes a fully integrated
model is the best partnership model between NHRMC and the Respondent. Additionally,
if the Respondent has less than fully integrated relationships with other health systems
today, please include how those relationships have informed your decision to propose
a fully integrated partnership as the preferred model with NHRMC.
Since 2009, Atrium Health and NHRMC have enjoyed a strong, mutually beneficial relationship under a
physician network services arrangement. Beginning in 2014, Atrium Health and NHRMC entered a strategic
services agreement bringing NHRMC into Atrium Health’s group purchasing organization, quality and
operational benchmarking program and a clinical affiliation with Carolinas Rehabilitation. These contractual
relationships have driven significant value to NHRMC and the Wilmington community over the past decade, but
the amount of achievable value is significantly limited by the non-integrated nature of the relationship.
Considering the specific objectives set forth by the Partnership Advisory Group, Atrium Health feels strongly that
a more integrated partnership model is necessary to maximize the value Atrium Health can bring to New Hanover
so that together, we can take full advantage of economies of scale as well as economies of skill.
A traditional management relationship can certainly deliver scale advantages similar to the current contractual
relationship between NHRMC and Atrium Health, but it does not allow for the alignment necessary to fully take
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advantage of the complete depth of Atrium Health’s capabilities needed both for today and into the future. For
example, a management agreement does not provide for capital investment. As NHRMC looks to create value for
its customers, it must consider considerable investments in advanced research, virtual technology and consumer
innovation that are necessary to raise the level of clinical care. Atrium Health believes integrated partners who are
fully aligned on those investments will be more successful than a loose, non-aligned contractual arrangement.
Moreover, the way healthcare systems will deliver care through value driven risk models will accelerate the need
for considerable infrastructure investments in advanced analytics, human capital, and skill development. For
these reasons, plus the need to drive even greater levels of traditional scale as financial pressures affect the
healthcare industry and drive affordability, Atrium Health believes greater integration with a strong partner is
imperative for future success.
In crafting the proposed structure with NHRMC, we deliberately proposed a model that we felt best addresses
each of the objectives set out by the Partnership Advisory Group. We also proposed a model that we have
deployed successfully in Union County for the past 20 years, so we know it works. Our proposed interlocal
agreement and long-term lease structure, along with local governance, achieves the level of integration Atrium
Health believes is necessary for success, yet it does not require the sale of the hospital unless New Hanover
County chooses to do so in the future. Our proposal will best satisfy the objectives of the Partnership Advisory
Group and will best serve New Hanover County and the surrounding community over the next 40 years.
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The following pages contain the information included by Atrium
Health in the attachment referenced in the response to Questions
4(a) and 4(b) above.

Please use the below table to summarize the financial consideration proposed as part of a partnership with
NHRMC
($ in thousands)
CONSIDERATION
Purchase Price / Upfront Cash
$
50,000
Other Components of Cash Consideration - Lease & EBITDA share

$

County Retention of NHRMC Assets Less Liabilities1

$

-

Incremental Impact to Purchase Price / Upfront Cash - Balance Sheet Analysis2

$

-

TOTAL CASH PROCEEDS TO COUNTY

$

791,800

CASH TO COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

$

150,000

OTHER NON-CASH CONSIDERATION

$

TOTAL PROCEEDS RECEIVED

$

741,800

941,800

3

Initial 10 - Year Commitment
4

TOTAL CAPITAL COMMITMENT
Number of Years
Implied Annual Capital Commitment

$

OTHER CONSIDERATION

$

Total Economic Cosideration / Investment

$

1) Excludes defeasance and winddown costs
2) Balance Sheet Analysis in separate tab "Balance Sheet"
3) Because of the mixture of 10 year and 30 year commitments, we have aslo shown the
average annual commitment in years 1-10 of our proposal.
4) Total Capital Commitment does not factor additional strategic capital that would be
made availible to NHRMC per methodology described in Section 8.1.3.

$

2,170,100
40
54,252.50

-

3,111,900

TOTAL CAPITAL COMMITMENT
Number of Years
Implied Annual Capital Commitment

$ 1,153,938
10
$ 115,393.80

Below is an excerpt from the NHRMC 2019 audited balance sheet. Please indicate by marking an 'X' in either the
'Retained by Successor Organization' or 'Retained by County' columns to reflect how the asset or liability will be
treated as part of a proposed transaction. In column 'K,' please indicate the amount that will be incremental to
purchase price/upfront cash.
Incremental
impact to
Retained by
purchase
Retained by
Successor
price/upfront
Organization
County
cash
Assets
($ in thousands)
Cash and cash equivalents
$
220,636
x
x
Patient accounts receivable
$
150,333
Prepaids and inventory
$
53,779
x
x
Investments
$
9,011
Other current assets
$
42,710
x
Total current assets
$
476,469
x
Board designated funds
Restricted funds and pledges
Investment in affiliates
Other long-term assets
Total non current assets

$
$
$
$
$

634,239
20,252
5,222
5,483
665,196

PP&E

$

590,887

Total assets

$

1,732,552

Liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued salaries and wages
Accrued interest payable
Current portion of debt, capital leases
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities

$
$
$
$
$
$

83,246
55,350
7,669
17,123
44,095
207,483

x
x
x
x
x
x

Net pension liability
Supplemental retirement programs
Interest rate swap agreements
Notes and bonds payable, less current
Total long-term liabilities

$
$
$
$
$

49,090
2,201
3,020
367,183
421,494

x
x
x
x
x

Total liabilities

$

628,977

x

Incremental Impact to Purchase Price / Upfront Cash

x
x
x
x
x
x

0

0

0

$

-

$

-

